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1. Executive Summary

“The competitive strength of national industries depends on the abilities of the core firms to function effectively and to maintain and enhance their integrated learning bases”.

While many aspects of New Zealand’s economic performance have been strong, productivity has been a problem for decades. A brief boost occurred following a period of economic reforms in the early 1990s, but productivity growth has been flat or trended down slightly since 2000, and the level of productivity has lost ground relative to the top half of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. In short, New Zealand has an ongoing productivity problem. The current Covid-19 pandemic crisis threatens to exacerbate it further. Other reports as part of this inquiry blame low international engagement, weak clusters in sectors with comparative advantage (mainly primary), risk-averse ownership structures and stifling regulations, and insufficient investment in skills and innovation. Management capabilities are mentioned but seldom analysed in detail. Years of policy development, dozens of reports, much policy and other incentives have not shifted the dial significantly on this productivity puzzle.

Alternative approaches informed by new perspectives are required for New Zealand’s productivity problem. We believe a “capabilities-based view” of the management and governance of New Zealand firms will better inform and shape future public policy and private investment than will standard economics-based approaches. Capabilities are underappreciated and only vaguely understood, yet they are the key to building firm-level productivity and competitiveness.

To move the New Zealand productivity frontier closer to the global frontier and improve competitiveness in international markets, New Zealand firms need a long-term programme of strengthening both ordinary and dynamic capabilities. A better mix of policies and incentives, many which have been suggested by others as part of this inquiry, is a start. But success is far from guaranteed if the objective is limited to financial incentives and quantitative goals around productivity. Goal-chasing promotes an obsession with efficiency and KPI-driven management, which can be the enemy of innovation and dynamism.

The dynamic capabilities framework fosters a mindset that favours effectiveness and efficiency. The framework has grown rapidly since its introduction in 1990s to become one of the leading perspectives in
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the field of strategic management. It seeks to explain the differential long-run growth of firms and firm survival, stagnation or failure. The root causes lie in how particular firms are better or worse at identifying new opportunities, managing competitive threats, orchestrating their resources and effectuating necessary transformations as they interact with their business and regulatory environments.

Firms with strong dynamic and managerial capabilities are more resilient and more productive, allowing them to pay higher wages and support innovative cultures. Strong dynamic capabilities require alignment of the organisation, its strategy, its employees and the board. Strengthening dynamic capabilities is hard because they generally can’t be bought—they must be built. This requires nurturing at the firm level by entrepreneurial management teams and well-informed boards acting in concert. The potential payoff in the form of higher productivity and higher wages expands the frontier outward and makes the dynamic firms more competitive. Meanwhile, better ordinary capabilities, such as industry best practices, will move laggards towards the NZ frontier.

One aspect of dynamic capabilities to which we will pay particular attention in this report is the board of directors. In New Zealand, an increasing amount of the board’s attention is focused on compliance, risk and reporting which many directors feel comes at the expense of time spent on long-run strategy matters. There is an overabundance of legal and accounting functional expertise at the board table, and too few directors with science, technology, strategic or marketing experience at the international level, which limits the board’s ability to sense and evaluate new opportunities in deep uncertainty. The gospel of shareholder primacy, which dominates western governance approaches (New Zealand’s included) need not—but does tend to—deflect attention from long-run stewardship.

Capability development at the firm level is typically ignored by industrial policy, which, like economic theory, tends to treat firms as homogeneous, interchangeable black boxes. Policies unsupported by a deliberate focus on capabilities are only half conceived and will fall short over the long run.

A capability action plan for New Zealand firms

With a capabilities-based approach in mind, we suggest targeted action in four key areas:

1. **Build dynamic capabilities at firm level**: The first step to execute this is to establish a Frontier Firms’ capability programme. The programme should be developed and led by a cross-sector team and involve managers of private firms, researchers, experts and policymakers. Core business of the programme will be to establish a pilot programme to help self-selected firms run internal diagnostic assessments of selected aspects of dynamic capabilities, such as innovativeness, research and development orientation and decision-making. The goal is to identify management capability gaps to be addressed and then develop targeted interventions. This programme is best focused on a targeted sector of the economy that already includes some elements of competitive advantage, some exporting and international activity. This is a more bottom-up approach to developing firm-level capabilities to help improve productivity, performance and competitiveness. The New Zealand economic agencies with external agencies could lead this programme jointly with involvement from private firms, relevant scholars, Iwi and external experts as needed. In addition, more focused research is needed into the micro-foundations of
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firm-level competitiveness, productivity and capabilities that include both management and boards in New Zealand.

2. **Develop policy and a competitive fund to support building of ordinary capabilities at firm level**: Establish policy and a competitive funding pool to build firm-level productivity through ordinary capability development. Through provision of central government funding, develop a programme aimed at identifying, acquiring and widely diffusing existing best-practice ordinary capabilities and technologies. Similar challenges funds are being experimented with by the UK government with the Business Basics Programme. This programme will need strong monitoring and evaluation of the experiments over time, which will to inform decisions to scale up as appropriate. This programme, if well documented, can also help inform current and future research into firm-level productivity building and capabilities development. The New Zealand economic agencies could lead the establishment of this programme with support from a strong research institution and from external technology transfer and management experts.

3. **Develop stronger international orientation and better cross-border networks and alliance building for New Zealand managers**: Dynamic capabilities also can be enhanced with a focused international exchange and mentoring platform for managers in New Zealand frontier firms with foreign multinationals to build enduring relationships whose progress is measured and monitored. This is not a one-off or “study tour”-type arrangement, but one that needs high-level CEO and Ministerial support for a deep multiyear engagement that leads to enduring capability improvements. New Zealand’s external agencies should lead the development of this initiative, with support from New Zealand’s largest listed and exporting firms, which have existing relationships with global multinational corporations.

4. **Evolve corporate governance to support dynamic capabilities**: Establish a “Long-Run Stewardship Programme” for current and future directors in New Zealand that focuses on evolving governance in the twenty-first century that values stakeholder interests, purpose-led innovation and the development of unique organisational capabilities. This programme is timely and can help bring together CEOs, founders, scholars and directors to inform future selection, training and succession planning in New Zealand. In addition, a pilot programme should be launched to experiment with procedural and structural changes that create additional space for a subset of the board to focus on long-run strategy, innovation, investment and international opportunities. To support and challenge management successfully, boards—especially the chair—need their own separate resources to commission strategic analysis, conduct research and convene dialogue. The Commission and the Institute of Directors in New Zealand should establish this programme jointly with a leading business school, with involvement by existing (and high-potential) directors in private firms and by legal and strategy experts.

2. **Introduction**

The New Zealand Productivity Commission (the “Commission”), under direction from the Minister of Finance, has launched this timely inquiry into frontier firms. The inquiry is aimed at investigating how the economic contribution of frontier firms can be maximised through policies and interventions aimed at a) improving performance of frontier firms themselves; and b) helping new technologies, efficient
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7 The UK Business Basics Programme launched by the government in 2019 set aside £9.2 million over a four-year programme to fund the identification, diffusion and adoption of existing business practices and technologies that increase firm productivity. There are currently eleven trials and fifteen proofs of concepts underway in the UK. The programme is delivered in partnership with Innovate UK and Nesta. [https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/business-basics-programme](https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/business-basics-programme)
business practices and other productivity-enhancing innovations diffuse more effectively to other New Zealand firms. Under direction, our preliminary contribution draws on secondary sources only, including many of the reports that the Commission has already released.

This report will explore possible applications of the dynamic capabilities’ framework to the question of productivity and performance. The report will describe briefly the current state situation. Following that, in section 3, is a quick review of the dynamic capabilities’ framework, with a hopefully practical table with real examples of what key dynamic capabilities are for managers to consider for possible application for New Zealand firms. Section 4 will concentrate on the challenges and opportunities afforded by a capability-based view of corporate governance, and section 5 will offer some recommendations.

The Commission has chosen to direct attention for this inquiry to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s (OECD) framework which defines frontier firms as those in the top 10% of the productivity distribution among either firms globally (the global productivity frontier) or domestic firms (the domestic productivity frontier). There is nothing hallowed about 10%. Some studies use a 5% or top quartile cut-off to define frontier firms. The Commission has told us to be flexible in the interpretation of the definition of a frontier firm. What they are, and how many there are, has varied from study to study. We have not adopted a strict quantitative approach but rather a qualitative conceptual framework that treats firms as falling into either a “frontier” (could be ready to develop dynamic capabilities) or “laggard” (need to develop ordinary capabilities) category throughout this report in our thinking and recommendations.

The Minister of Finance, The Commission and New Zealand is right to worry about moving more of its firms towards the domestic and international productivity frontiers. But more ambition is needed for pushing out the whole frontier, which involves pioneering new market spaces through the innovation of products, services and whole new business models. This raises productivity not by increasing efficiency alone but by being more effective and innovative, sometimes in totally new areas which build on and extend existing capabilities and commercial strength. A recent example of the sort of ambition needed to bust out of traditional spaces with established players is the highly successful firm A2 Milk and its bold litigation against dairy giant Fonterra in the early 2000s to carve out a space for its new, specialised milk products.8

The definition of “frontier firms” (i.e. those firms the Commission and the government focus on in this inquiry and in the interventions to come) should be expanded beyond the narrow OECD-inspired definition. Fifteen years ago, neither Facebook nor Xero would have been shining lights in this narrow definition and now both are economic superstars. In other words, it’s not just high-productivity firms, but high potential-productivity firms, that should be considered as part of this programme and future interventions.

New Zealand’s economy is at an inflection point. The choices made in the coming months in response to the significant shocks from Covid-19 will have long-lasting effects. The pandemic crisis, which has so far seen New Zealand among the best in class in terms of stopping the novel coronavirus, presents both unprecedented challenges and opportunities for the New Zealand economy and the firms that power it. The UK Financial Times has called out clearly, “The new demand is for a safe haven from Covid-19 … Bring on New Zealand. The country’s isolation has suddenly gone from historic disadvantage to unique
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sustainability relationship? Great efforts to improve the productivity performance and capabilities of New Zealand firms are critical given the impending economic crisis, reduced labour supply, the halt of international tourism and students, and the many structural and ownership challenges in primary industries.

During the post-reform period of the 1980s productivity per hours worked and per capita income have grown, but productivity fell to a relatively low level by OECD standards and has remained modest. To take one point of comparison, per capita income in New Zealand is about one-third lower than in Australia.

The point hardly needs much more ink after this point: New Zealand has a productivity problem.

Most GDP contribution in the last thirty years has been as a result of additional hours worked, not productivity gains. A recent study highlighted the need to invest more heavily into skills, research and development (R&D) and innovation as a major future priority for frontier firms in New Zealand. This poor productivity performance is the reason that GDP per capita in New Zealand remains 30% below the average of the top half of the OECD, even though rates of labour utilisation are relatively high.

One drag on New Zealand’s productivity is its relatively low R&D spending. Private investment in R&D has been shown to be directly linked to increases in productivity. A key message from the dynamic capabilities framework is that value-creation activities, such as R&D, require equally potent value capture activities, such as business model design, to produce higher revenue and wages. Nor should R&D be viewed through the narrow lens of level of spending. How R&D funds are spent is also important. One dimension is international collaboration. Cross-border networking is an important means of accessing fresh ideas that may be locally new and valuable. By one measure—international patents filed in the US—New Zealand firms engage only modestly in international R&D collaboration. A 2017 study found that New Zealand firms ranked equal with modestly innovative countries like Malaysia and Hungary. They showed less international collaboration than in Mexico, Poland or Norway, and far less than in Germany, South Korea or Australia.

9 Cooper, Simon, “Is This New Zealand’s Chance to Become the Place to Do Business”, The Financial Times (30 April 2020), available at: https://www.ft.com/content/24411500-8906-11ea-a01c-a28a3e3fbd33
12 Skilling (2020).
Nevertheless, it is a promising sign that R&D spending by New Zealand business, particularly in the service sector, has shown a dramatic increase in recent years. However, it is a concern that an exploratory survey of a small sample of CEOs and managers found that most felt they were underperforming in innovation. This is one area where a larger capabilities-focused investigation might yield positive results.

Many hindrances to productivity improvements have been identified, and valuable suggestions have been made many times over. Most reports at least mention capabilities, but none explore the topic in depth. A sound understanding of firm-level capabilities is essential if one is to understand why the performance of one firm differs from another.

3. The Capabilities-Based View of Firms

“The proximate cause of differences in the wealth of nations lies, for the most part, in the capabilities of firms”.

Capabilities and why they matter

Firms are the engines that drive economic development, and the premise of this inquiry and of this report is that some firms are more productive and competitive than others in the same industry or business. Yet, until recently, mainstream economics and industrial policymakers have treated firms mostly as homogeneous black boxes. The traditional paradigm (known in economics and finance as “agency theory”) suggests these black boxes are run by opportunistic and self-interested managers which boards of directors must monitor and control by limiting access to funds for investment. We believe a different approach is called for, one that harnesses managerial capabilities and talents to make existing firms more productive and competitive. It is helpful to look at firms from a bottom-up perspective (micro-foundations) regarding the capability challenges affecting innovation, growth and productivity.
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18 For instance, Conway (2018): 40–63.
19 For instance, Skilling (2020).
20 An exception is a paper on “absorptive capacity” that provides numerous insights into innovation capabilities; see Harris, R., & Le, T., “Absorptive capacity in New Zealand firms: Measurement and importance”, Science and Public Policy 46(2) (2019): 290–309.
The concept of management capabilities is relevant to all firms, regardless of size. It is perhaps most associated with larger firms, in which the managerial function is shared across a team. In small firms, the managerial function often will be performed solely by the entrepreneur(s), but the roles of entrepreneur, manager and leader are important to distinguish because the skill sets involved are different. The capabilities view of the firm has emerged mainly in the field of strategic management. This view looks beyond asset accumulation and production functions to recognise the importance of how firms learn and orchestrate assets in ways that markets and other firms cannot replicate easily.

Capabilities define what a firm does at a point in time and shape what it can do in the future. They are complex amalgams of physical assets, human skills, organisational routines and managerial vision. Organisational capabilities take time to build and will continue to evolve through intentional and incidental learning, possibly becoming “signature” processes that provide a unique underpinning to a firm’s competitive advantage.

Capabilities are untethered from particular products or services. For example, a capability to make machines powered by small, compact internal-combustion engines of any kind can manifest itself in the manufacturing of motorcycles, outboard boat motors or lawnmowers. Other capabilities, such as the ability to offer outstanding customer service, may not be tied to a particular product area.

A more nuanced appreciation and understanding of capabilities in general—and of the managerial function in particular—can provide vital support for productivity improvement policies and industry-led measures. For example, after China liberalised its economy in 1979, it discovered eventually that it needed to introduce better formal management training. From a handful of piloted MBA programmes in 1991, China’s business education has grown to more than two hundred programmes with tens of thousands of students. But this is still not enough, because it takes time to improve the quality of newer management programmes and time for new graduates to gain practical experience. China has no shortage of entrepreneurs, capital or access to appropriate technology, yet its ability to grow is considered by some observers to have been hindered by a scarcity of experienced managerial capabilities and talent.

Understanding and building firm-level capabilities

Firm-level capabilities can be thought of usefully as falling into one of two interconnected (but analytically separable) categories: ordinary capabilities and dynamic capabilities (Figure 1). Ordinary capabilities are to a large extent operational (doing things right). Strong ordinary capabilities incorporate “best practices” across the main dimensions of management of operations, people, finance, marketing/brand and technology. Ordinary capabilities mostly are those taught in business schools and applied by most management consultancies and technology vendors. This is good news, because generally they can be acquired through identifying and adopting existing practices and technologies, or through the use of technical consultants and other sources that provide access to industry best practices. A

23 TEECE (2016).
A major study that introduced superior management practices to seventeen major textile firms found that the main reasons the better practices hadn’t been adopted before involved lack of knowledge, uncertainty about the benefits, attachment to existing methods and lack of time. There is potential failure of market forces alone to raise firm-level productivity to competitive levels, particularly when firms sell mostly in the domestic market (as is the case in New Zealand). Targeted interventions at firm level can overcome these information and capability barriers.

The adoption of managerial best practices (i.e. strong ordinary capabilities) can measurably raise productivity, but it doesn’t guarantee future growth. An narrow management focus on best practices alone can stand in the way of the innovation that dynamic capabilities seek to foster, because best practices are about optimisation and efficiency (doing things right). By contrast, dynamic capabilities are forward-looking and strategic in nature. They are integral to selecting, developing and coordinating ordinary capabilities and help determine where and how companies allocate their financial, technological and organisational resources to shape and respond to markets (doing the right things). The management of successful frontier firms must be able to balance both efficiency now and effectiveness for the future.

Figure 1: Ordinary versus dynamic capabilities at firm level
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The UK government launched a productivity improvement programme for firms in 2018, executed by Innovation UK and Nesta (which run the lab and methodology), over four years with £9.2 million in funding. This Business Basics Programme is harnessing experimental methods (test and fail fast) to identify the best ways to support diffusion and adoption of existing successful business practices and technologies to drive firm-level productivity growth. A similar programme could add value for laggard firms in New Zealand to help push them toward the frontier. The programme forms part of a strategic package of measures aimed at tackling the UK’s productivity problem at a firm level.

The programme focuses mainly on strengthening what we would consider ordinary capabilities, which move firms towards the productivity frontier. The aims of the programme are:

- **Raising the productivity of small and medium enterprises (SMEs)** by identifying and testing the most effective, scalable productivity-boosting interventions, giving SMEs greater confidence to adopt them.

- **Driving innovation** by sourcing new ideas from traditional and non-traditional sources; taking a dynamic, experimental approach in order to learn and develop as the programme develops.

- **Enabling better investment decisions at a local and national level** by providing a new, robust evidence base for those interventions which are the most effective in raising productivity; taking an inclusive approach such as involving SMEs from different areas and different sectors and focusing on the transferability and scalability of interventions.

Firms can pursue ordinary and dynamic capabilities at the same time, theoretically, but they involve very different sorts of skills, routines and mindsets. Moreover, they can be at cross-purposes, because innovation and change (the proximate goals of dynamic capabilities) pose a problem for efficiency (the goal of strong ordinary capabilities).

The dynamic capabilities framework is the subject of a large and growing scholarly literature in the field of strategic management. The overarching goal is to explain the differential long-run growth and survival, stagnation or failure of firms by conceptualising how particular firms can be better or worse at identifying new opportunities, managing competitive threats, orchestrating their resources and effectuating necessary transformations. It is a scalable, system-level concept that encompasses strategy and the business environment.

A key feature of dynamic capabilities is that they are forward-looking. Firms with strong dynamic capabilities manage their current businesses profitably while also exploring whether it’s the right business for the future and what other threats and opportunities it may face. This requires a set of capabilities known as “sensing”. This is largely a matter of continuously seeking information and processing it with a combination of analysis and intuition.

When the future looks uncertain, sensing requires more complex activities known as sensemaking (Figure 2). This involves abductive reasoning, building a narrative around what is going on and likely outcomes.
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Before building a narrative, a manager often needs to generate multiple hypotheses about the path of industry evolution and run "contests" between them, such as by conducting limited experiments with prices, quantities, features or bundles. As a dominant hypothesis emerges, the manager develops a new frame that determines which factors are deemed important for future strategising.

Figure 2: Management sensing in uncertain environments

The other key categories of dynamic capabilities are “seizing” and “transforming”. Seizing includes innovating and implementing a business model to satisfy customers, shape markets and market outcomes, and capture value.31 The development of a business model starts with a deep understanding of the customer’s problems and benefits from familiarity with the dozens of models that exist already. Truly new business models are exceedingly rare.

A firm’s transforming capabilities address the need for a realignment of the firm’s resources when new opportunities are to be pursued or when rigidities that develop over time from asset accumulation, standard operating procedures and the development of organisational fiefdoms and siloes need to be softened.

Additional activities involved in sensing, seizing and transforming are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1: Key dynamic capabilities for firms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamic capability domain</th>
<th>Capability specifics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Sensing                   | Capabilities include processes to:  
|                           | • direct internal R&D  
|                           | • provide scenario planning and environmental scanning “foresight”  
|                           | • tap development in exogenous science and technology  
|                           | • tap supplier and complementor innovations  
|                           | • identify target market segments, changing customer needs and customer innovations |
| Seizing                   | Capabilities involve:  
|                           | • putting new products, processes or services into production  
|                           | • analysing large, complex data sets  
|                           | • delineating the customer solution and business model, which includes selecting the right product and service model architecture and the business model to capture value from innovation and invention  
|                           | • strengthening the appropriability/amount of natural and legal protection afforded the innovation by the circumstances prevailing in the market  
|                           | • selecting enterprise boundaries to manage complements and “control” platforms; the critical strategic element associated with capturing value from innovation is the ability of the innovating enterprise to identify and control the “bottleneck assets” or “choke points” in the value chain, from invention through to market  
|                           | • selecting decision-making protocols by creating systematic routines at both executive and board levels to identify bias, awareness of incentives, groupthink and narrowness |
| Transforming              | Capabilities involve:  
|                           | • change management capacity, agility and readiness  
|                           | • strategic fit so that asset combinations are value enhancing  
|                           | • integration and coordination: organisational units must have considerable autonomy but remain connected to activities that must be coordinated  
|                           | • checks on strategic malfeasance; boards stacked with inexperienced “independent” members may not have the requisite talents (as is often the case in science, technology and engineering) to diagnose strategic “malfeasance” properly and respond accordingly  
|                           | • knowledge-transfer procedures to monitor the transfer of technology and intellectual property |

Dynamic capabilities are hard to measure because they encompass so many separate activities, many of which will differ from one firm to another. One method is to identify a specific activity, such as capital reallocation, and assess how it correlates with performance across a sample of firms (see box, “Dynamic Capabilities in Action”). Another method is to make firm-level assessments using already-validated
survey instruments to self-assess aspects of the firm’s dynamic capabilities, such as openness to external knowledge and entrepreneurial orientation.\textsuperscript{32} 

The fulcrum on which strong dynamic capabilities are built is the top management team. The management team must guide and inspire the organisation that it runs and must develop compelling strategies to build support from its board of directors. In an increasingly uncertain global business environment, managers must be entrepreneurial leaders who can build new organisational capabilities that enable innovative offerings and new business models.\textsuperscript{33}

\textbf{Dynamic Capabilities in Action: Reallocation and Firm Performance}\textsuperscript{34}

A recently published study found that firms which performed more reallocation of capital across business segments (evidence of the orchestration skills that are part of strong dynamic capabilities) performed better in terms of Return on Assets (and on another measure called Absolute Value Added). The sample involved nearly 2,000 listed firms active during the period from 1990 to 2007.

One finding is that the level of reallocation is a relatively stable firm characteristic, not just an ad hoc response to a specific problem. For all firms, there was a strong positive relationship: the more a firm reallocated among segments from year to year, the better its returns were likely to be. Past some point, too much reallocation can harm performance, but that was the case for less than 2\% of sample firms. Active, entrepreneurial support of internal opportunities through the firm’s “internal capital market” is likely to be beneficial to shareholders.

\textbf{Capability challenges for New Zealand firms}

Measuring management capabilities is difficult. However, evidence points clearly in one direction: namely, that enduring management capability challenges exist in New Zealand firms.

A study that looked at over 150 medium and large-sized New Zealand manufacturing firms across eighteen management-capability dimensions revealed common themes.\textsuperscript{35} Operations management capabilities had room for improvement, but human capital attraction and retention were the furthest behind international comparative benchmarks. Organisational design is a key component of dynamic capabilities, and the report found that high degrees of management autonomy and decentralised decision-making were correlated with superior performance. The report concluded that a deliberate approach to diagnose management capability gaps and a programme of improvement interventions were warranted.


There was a strong linkage between firm management capabilities and firm performance, competitiveness and operational productivity.

Some bodies of work link innovation and competitiveness with differences in corporate and national cultures. One study into New Zealand national culture and value capture revealed several issues: a strong desire for centralised control exacerbated by highly negative attitudes to failure which resulted in narrow capital structures; friction with rules and bureaucracy; short-term orientation; negative attitudes towards external collaboration or “coopetition”; and reluctance around giving and receiving feedback, placing limits on learning cultures. The study concluded that the New Zealand experience is characterised by a deep avoidance of uncertainty which is ubiquitous in global markets. These problems are compounded by the difficulty for firms from a small, somewhat remote nation to easily and readily form international strategic alliances.

Performance and productivity are not a one-time goal. Firms must respond to sometimes sudden shifts in their business environments. A 2015 study into the resilience of New Zealand manufacturing firms found that firms which thought of their activities in terms compatible with strong dynamic capabilities were more resilient during the global financial crisis. Managers in the most resilient firms had clear sensing, seizing and transforming capabilities which covered the actions and processes used to find or invent technology or opportunity, create new business models and structures, and continually evolve and capture value from new offerings.

These findings have implications for the internationalisation of New Zealand firms, which has been associated with higher productivity. As internationally active firms are usually strongly exposed to the rapid changes in a global marketplace, the development of requisite dynamic capabilities is crucial for international performance.

It is no great secret that firm-level management capabilities in New Zealand lag behind peers. This managerial capability gap has a negative impact on performance and productivity. This also negatively effects firm culture, outward orientation, risk appetite and strategic alliance and network-building activities abroad. These major capability issues need to be addressed at their microfoundational levels in firms. Firms in New Zealand need a deliberate effort to build ordinary and dynamic capabilities. Management teams and boards are jointly responsible for this.


40 Skilling (2020).

4. Corporate Governance, Capabilities and the Firm

Dynamic capabilities are organisational capabilities because all of the elements of the organisation—management, employees, routines, organisational design and more—must be aligned for the capabilities to be effective. Employees unwilling to embrace change, or company functions not organised for collaboration, can torpedo otherwise promising initiatives.

One component that is easy to overlook is the board of directors, because many think of it as mainly dedicated to narrow traditional functions, including CEO selection, performance management, compliance and oversight. CEO selection is of course hugely important in terms of setting the direction for the firm. Experienced directors also can help connect a firm with strategic investors, partners or overseas opportunities.

Beyond that, supporting and overseeing the management team’s development of a long-term strategy is often given lip service but fails to take place in practice. This poses a problem for the capabilities of the firm. An underinformed and/or under-resourced board is less likely to understand and support innovative but risky investments and complex technical capability building.

The board’s configuration and attitudes also matter. Just as an overly accommodating board can allow a firm to slide needlessly into difficulties, an overly risk-averse board can prevent reasonable investments with potentially large payoffs.

For boards to be effective, they must have strong capabilities of their own. Meta studies of prior research demonstrate consistently the strong correlation between good governance (diversity, some independence, effectively aligned long-run incentives and remuneration, etc.) and firm-level performance and productivity.

Rival paradigms of boards and governance

There is a growing push to rethink the roles that boards play. Yet the oversight role of boards is deeply entrenched in official regulations, investor expectations and traditional, and largely outdated academic theory.

The dominant academic paradigm of corporate governance is known as agency theory. In the agency view, the enterprise is little more than a web of (in some cases implicit) contracts in which the key choice variables are the incentives for and monitoring of performance by management for the benefit of shareholders. The underlying assumption is that managers, given enough leeway, will squander resources on vanity projects. Firms that are loaded up with debt are considered safe from managerial predation because access to capital is limited.
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43 Smith, J., & Garden, S., The role of boards in lifting New Zealand’s productivity frontier, New Zealand Productivity Commission working paper (2020).
The problem with firms run in this way is that the board is so focused on policing managerial opportunism that it can fail to attend to the needs of supporting management’s pursuit of promising opportunities. This tendency is exacerbated by the limitations of board members’ expertise and resources for evaluating management proposals. This is one reason that superstar firms such as Amazon and Netflix are often led by visionary founders with larger voting shares than the typical CEO. In this traditional perspective, firms are in the business of providing ordinary goods and services. These approaches to economic activity downplay or ignore the central economic function of firms and managers: namely, the entrepreneurial development of new products and services. This sort of traditional paradigm permeates legislative regulatory spheres as well as shareholder rights, and wider “stakeholder” expectations create a “them and us” mentality between management in firms and the boards that govern them. This long run has a negative impact on collaborative decision-making and co-creation and places downward pressure on bold and risky innovation-related decision-making.

Capabilities-based view of corporate governance

The capabilities perspective, in contrast, acknowledges that management requires board oversight, but also sees the potential for much more dynamic decision-making and co-creation of good strategy by management and the board. It does not ignore that the management team is capable of making inappropriate decisions out of self-interest, but it recognises that the board’s main responsibility is to assess how well the team is guiding the firm forward through future uncertainty. Has it ensured the presence and renewal of strong organisational capabilities? Has it set strategic goals based on a well-founded understanding of the market’s trajectory? Are profit streams protected from appropriation by partners and competitors? The quality of these decisions shapes enterprise performance, productivity and competitiveness.

In the capabilities perspective, the primary governance challenges are not about solving moral-hazard problems and guarding against opportunism, but rather about assessing, supporting and sometimes challenging management’s strategic planning and not just shareholder primacy. Oversight will generally be more “hands on” at firms closer to their startup phase.47 At more mature firms, the role of good governance by the board of directors is to be a trusted partner and wise counsel, as well as provide checks and balances on behalf of shareholders and stakeholders. At leading firms, the role of the board is tilted heavily towards long-term strategy, innovation, CEO empowerment and building an entrepreneurial management culture from the top down.

The current corporate governance landscape

Concerns around corporate malfeasance, which have deepened in response to high-profile governance failures such as Enron and Lehman Brothers, and with Mainzeal closer to home, have led to increased legislative obligations, personal liability and regulatory compliance requirements and public scrutiny and in places this was sensible. However, their presence, can limit the time and agenda space directors have to deeply consider long-run strategy and productivity transformations. This is particularly the case for listed companies, which are facing increasing regulatory responsibilities on several fronts.

There continues to be a widening of expectations for New Zealand directors. Ripple effects from the review of the finance sector by the New Zealand Financial Markets Authority, which encourages the

47 Smith & Garden (2020).
development of a culture that avoids excessive risks, are likely to influence all sectors.\textsuperscript{48} And broader disclosure requirements from the New Zealand Stock Exchange, and rafts of reporting requirements on new topics such as sustainability also absorb board capacity and focus. Directors have many legal duties and liabilities under various pieces of legislation with general application (e.g. the Health and Safety at Work Act 2015, Fair Trading Act 1986). Some also have duties and liabilities under legislation relating to specific industries (e.g. the Food Act 2014, Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013).

In terms of capabilities, the rules of contemporary governance are tending towards a focus on overseeing ordinary capabilities, which are comparatively easy to quantify. This is in the context of inherent short-termism, and shareholder primacy doctrine in corporate governance. Meanwhile, there is no immediate penalty for leaving strategic issues, complex innovation investment and international alliances in the “too hard/no time” basket for management to sort out. If management proposes a bold vision, a risk averse and compliance-burdened board may be reluctant to support it. Board members are held accountable for sins of omission, but less so for sins of commission.

In a 2019 survey, when a sample of New Zealand directors was asked about the greatest challenge to board effectiveness, 65\% chose “balancing time spent on performance and conformance”—making it the single biggest problem.\textsuperscript{49} In the same survey, nonexecutive directors reported that time required for board activities had expanded by nearly 60\% from 2014 to 2019. A survey of over 2,500 directors across four hundred firms in New Zealand showed the majority (67\%) of firms felt it was urgent to increase the amount of time spent on strategic planning.\textsuperscript{50}

Compliance and regulatory requirements impact small and medium firms disproportionately. In New Zealand, compliance costs are three times higher per employee in small firms than in large, and in the period from 1999 to 2008 over two thousand new regulations were introduced.\textsuperscript{51} Across the OECD only a handful of countries—of which New Zealand is not one—have programmes to both monitor and also control down and mitigate compliance costs and burdens.\textsuperscript{52}

Nevertheless, some change is in the air for corporate governance. A 2019 speech by the NZ Financial Markets Authority CEO argued that the “Milton Friedman model” of shareholder primacy (a key tenet of agency theory) is broken.\textsuperscript{53} Stakeholder models, which consider the interests of employees, suppliers and others in making long-term plans, are gaining ground, as exemplified by changes to the UK Companies Act in 2018.\textsuperscript{54} However, what constitutes the interests of those who are not in a position to state their own


\textsuperscript{54} Our view is that a “long-term shareholder” perspective is the appropriate goal for management and the board. This will (a) require a focus on stewardship, (b) include identification of the stakeholders who matter for survival and growth and (c) necessitate keeping environmental, social and governance (ESG) goals tethered to the sustainability of productivity, jobs and earnings for reinvestment.
case will be quite open to interpretation in terms of how it intersects with the long-term interests of the company. This shift potentially creates more work for the legal professional by opening opportunities for legal challenge and seems likely to intensify board risk aversion.

One positive development globally and domestically is the push for greater board diversity, which is positively related to corporate innovation. A study of FTSE350 firms found more functionally diverse boards are better equipped to deal with deep uncertainty and complexity, professional networks and alliances are improved, and there is better monitoring. Further reflections on the advantages of diversity in thought and skills in a specifically New Zealand context can be found in a companion paper to this report based on interviews with directors of New Zealand firms.

Diversity is a multidimensional concept, which can involve race and gender, but also functional and intellectual experience. Gender is where NZ boards have made the most visible progress, and 29% of S&P/NZX50 directorships were female in 2019—on track to meet the 2020 target of 30%. The case has also been made in a recent report that the inclusion of more “creatives” on boards in New Zealand firms can help drive innovation and avoid groupthink. Geographic diversity should also be a key consideration. Directors with international experience in high-growth firms and multinationals have a wealth of experience and capabilities to benefit New Zealand firms.

The introduction of outsiders, however, can be overdone. By the mid-2000s, just over half of NZ directors were independent. A 2012 study into New Zealand boards revealed independent directors add little to, or affect negatively, firm value. By design, they know less about the business, and they have weaker incentives to back bold and risky innovations. In short, all things in moderation.

Functional diversity may be more important than the more observable diversity measures. Drawing directors from different functional areas such as strategy, technology, brand and operations is important to compliment those with the legal, accounting and financial backgrounds who tend to dominate in board recruitment. A 2016 report found that directors of listed companies in New Zealand overwhelmingly had specific accounting or finance experience or had been CEOs themselves in other large firms. The report referred to a “relatively homogeneous, ‘clubby’ social network of New Zealand directors” who, at the top
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level, are few and (mostly) overcommitted. Diversity of function and opinion is essential for boards to be successful at strategy stewardship.

How boards get information and “sense” the external environment is also a critical capability to have. Management is the major source of information for boards in New Zealand. This places a premium on the quality of management’s communication with the board. Netflix has developed a system that immerses the board in the running of the company. Board members periodically attend (as observers) monthly and quarterly senior management meetings. Board communication from management takes the form of a quarterly memo of roughly thirty pages that includes links to supporting analysis and all data on the company’s intranet. This requires more preparation time by directors but has led to a more dynamic and collaborative relationship with management.

The goal is to create a space in which strategy will receive due consideration without disproportionate distractions of operational and compliance issues at board level in firms. One way to ensure this is through board structure and procedure. New Zealand follows a single-entity board structure. Almost half of the OECD nations operate a dual-board structure or have the legal provisions to so.

In general, the two parts of the dual board are a supervisory board, and a management board. The management board focuses on audit, risk, compliance and regulatory matters, while the supervisory board focuses on long-term strategy and investments, operations and talent. This structure has the benefit of separating out fundamentally different tasks and burdensome compliance matters from the creative discussions needed when discussing strategy and innovation. The downside is that the formalised split can inhibit information sharing and increase bureaucratic overhead. The key advantage from a capabilities perspective is that the supervisory board can focus on long-run strategy, the innovation pipeline, investments, international alliances, M&A, joint ventures and talent.

We are not advocating dual-board governance for New Zealand, nor would it be practicable in smaller firms which dominate the landscape. There are of course ways for New Zealand firms to emulate the advantages of a dual-board structure while avoiding the downsides. This could be as simple as creating a well-resourced strategy subcommittee with appropriate experience and ensuring that it remains sufficiently insulated from day-to-day issues to focus on the long term. In a smaller company with few board members, it largely would be a matter of setting aside time and resources to focus on long-term issues the company faces.

Gaps have been noted in the understanding of New Zealand directors about their roles in value creation, the linkages between corporate governance and strategy, and their roles in implementation. Now more than ever, boards need to favour the future, tolerate mavericks, support bold investment and remove complacent managers to help shift lacklustre businesses towards the domestic productivity frontier and catapult the best New Zealand firms towards the global frontier through innovation and the building of global competitive advantage. The trend of increasing the already large amount of time that boards must spend on compliance has only accelerated as new board compliance requirements are piled on top of existing ones.

In short, the structure, function, diversity and capabilities of management and boards in New Zealand need to evolve rapidly to take New Zealand productivity to the next level. Old ways of doing business are falling short. Innovation is needed to permit boards of directors to escape the gravitational attraction of risk averse box-ticking and develop capabilities to understand, co-develop and support management’s pursuit of long-term competitive advantage. A fresh approach will allow the board to take its place developing and projecting the firm’s strong dynamic capabilities.

5. Recommendations

To conclude, we make a number of recommendations for initiatives that could raise the capabilities and thereby positively impact productivity levels and competitiveness of New Zealand firms. The work of building capabilities cannot be forced on to firms, so the efforts will be limited to those who self-select, with targeted support of course. The hope is that other firms will see the benefits and invest, and a new wave of capabilities-based thinking permeates at board and management level across the country.

1. Build dynamic capabilities at firm level

Situation: Management practices and capabilities in New Zealand lag behind peers globally, as does investment in skills and innovation. Firms are the engine of economic growth, but capabilities at firm level are often the forgotten link of economic and industrial policy interventions. The problem is a lack of awareness among policymakers and managers around which capabilities are critical and how to develop them. There is room for improvement, and urgent action is needed. The importance of capabilities, including the dynamic capabilities framework, is reasonably well understood conceptually in New Zealand business schools and in discrete corners of the public sector, such as the Commission. This awareness does not yet extend in a large way to the business community. Firms with better capabilities (ordinary and dynamic), are more innovative, resilient, productive and competitive, and typically pay higher wages.

Recommendation: There is a need to develop stronger management capabilities and practice in New Zealand firms to support productivity gains and increase competitiveness. Perhaps most needed are capabilities related to outward management orientation, international network and alliance building, tapping exogenous science and technology, innovation of business models and orchestration of external complementary assets.

To build dynamic capabilities at the firm level in New Zealand, the first step will involve establishing a cross-sector Frontier Firms’ capability programme. To be effective, the programme needs to have a multiyear commitment and funding to suit. Its core business will be to bring together key talent and resources in government, industry and academia to diagnose critical firm-level capability gaps that hinder the economic contribution, innovation and internationalisation of frontier and other firms in New Zealand. The programme could include a pilot diagnostic project with a mixed methodological approach that evaluates the current state of a firm’s dynamic capabilities. This can help develop a firm- and sector-level capabilities inventory and contribute to additional research on the topic in New Zealand. Based on the findings, firm- and/or sector-specific interventions can be developed. New Zealand’s economic agencies could lead this programme jointly with involvement from private firms, relevant scholars, Iwi and external experts as needed.
2. Develop policy and a competitive fund to support building of ordinary capabilities at firm level

Situation: A key aspect of New Zealand’s productivity weakness is the apparent failure of many firms to adopt tried and tested technologies and management practices. For firms behind the frontier, significant productivity gains may be achieved in the short run simply by identifying and diffusing better ordinary capabilities (best practices) and existing technologies among New Zealand firms. This is not just about making up lost ground. If firms in the New Zealand economy are not supporting the diffusion of existing innovations and best practices, it will hamper the uptake of future innovations. The goals of this programme must be realistic, but there is probably plenty of “low-hanging fruit” to be harvested by targeted outreach.

Recommendation: Develop a policy and competitive fund to help identify and diffuse existing technologies and business practices which improve productivity in New Zealand firms. Central government funding can help acquire, develop and diffuse existing ordinary business capabilities and technologies to improve firm performance and productivity. Similar approaches are being experimented with currently in the UK, with some initial promising results. A robust evaluation methodology needs to be developed, with randomised controlled trials (RCTs) to verify causal impact and inform the future direction of the fund and other investments. New Zealand’s economic agencies should lead this programme with support from a strong research partner and from external technology transfer and management experts.

In addition, more focused research is needed into the micro-foundations of firm-level competitiveness, productivity and capabilities that includes both management and boards in New Zealand.

3. Develop stronger international orientation and better cross-border networks and alliance building for New Zealand managers

Situation: The most dynamic firms are characterised by open innovation strategies, a global orientation and participation in dense commercial, technical and research networks and alliances. In New Zealand, these are not strong due to factors including a domestic orientation, distance from global markets and a limited presence of major multinational firms as potential partners.

Recommendation: Develop a long-term exchange and mentoring programme for senior managers in New Zealand firms with global multinationals and centres of research excellence relevant to competitive New Zealand business sectors. The exchange of management know-how, through lived experience with executives in multinationals and research centres of excellence which have invested significantly in managerial practice, processes and systems, will benefit firms in New Zealand. This programme should have more depth than “study trips” and be co-created with managers in firms to ensure it is fit for purpose and enduring. In the Covid-19 era, this could kick off virtually. This programme will need strong monitoring and evaluation of the experiments over time, which will to inform decisions to scale up as appropriate. This programme should be led by New Zealand’s external agencies with support from larger listed and exporting firms, which have existing relationships with global multinational corporations.

---

4. Evolve corporate governance to support development of dynamic capabilities

*Situation:* In New Zealand firms, the board’s ability and capacity to collaborate with management on capability development, investment in risky innovation and long-run strategy is under constant pressure. Time spent on compliance and regulation is ever increasing, and consequences of “sins of commission” are severe, unlike those of omission. Compliance-oriented professions such as legal and accounting tend to be overrepresented instead of those with deep technology, science, engineering and innovation expertise or with international experience and outlooks. The voices of the young, mavericks and creatives are tending to be largely unheard in most board rooms. Most board procedures and processes have not evolved greatly with the times. This situation makes it difficult for the board to be active stewards, with management, of long-run strategy and capability development.

*Recommendations:* Develop awareness and understanding of dynamic capabilities among directors on boards in New Zealand firms to enable them to better partner with management on long-run strategy and capability development. One practical first step is to establish a “Long-Term Stewardship” programme for current and future directors in New Zealand that focuses on governance for the twenty-first century. Directors must balance the demands of innovation, capability development, stakeholder well-being and the global environment. A stewardship programme can help bring together CEOs, founders, scholars and directors to inform future selection, training and succession planning for New Zealand boards. In the spirit of practical experimentation, we suggest a pilot project to select boards in a willing strategic sector (high concentration of frontier firms, already exporting) to undergo a capabilities diagnostic tailored for boards of directors and based on these findings develop targeted interventions to fill gaps.

Further research is also required into the current available pipeline of talent to fill functional and international expertise diversity gaps on New Zealand boards.

The programme can also consider experiments with board structures and procedures to ensure that enough time is allowed for a subset of directors to focus on assessing management’s plans for long-run strategy, capability development and innovation. Management communications with the board should be enhanced where needed. This may take the form of more senior managers attending board meetings (which may have the long-term benefit of expanding the pipeline for future directors). Larger firms should consider supporting a bigger role for the office of the chairperson, ensuring it has resources to perform analysis and generate insights, challenge management assumptions and avoid strategic malfeasance, short-termism and favour the future. A cross-sector group of government agencies and leading industry bodies should establish this programme jointly with a leading business school and with close involvement by existing (and high-potential) directors in private firms and by legal and strategy experts.
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